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The first time Robert Johnson died he wasn’t Robert Johnson. On a dog day 
in the summer of 1928, as then heard by two of us and as later verified in 
newsprint by all six of us, a man fitting his description walked into the 
Sparks Farm Cotton Gin five minutes before it was demolished by dynamite.  
The man who walked in the front door was called Robert Spencer.  

The man who snuck out the back door named himself Robert Johnson.

We have spent the past seventy years searching for him. Time and again, he has 
evaded our pursuit. Time and again, he has given us but sight of his ghost. 

In this remarkable debut novel, Snowden Wright brings to life the man 
behind the legend of blues great Robert Johnson through the voices of 
Johnson’s six wives. Part researched reconstruction, part vivid imagination, 
Play Pretty Blues reveals the husband, son, brother, and friend inside the 
myth, illuminating the vacuum his mysterious death left in the lives of 

those who loved him and those he would never meet. 

Drawing on his Mississipi upbringing, where he was surrounded by the 
places Johnson lived and wandered and by the legends and tales that 
shaped our understanding of his music, Wright relays to readers the 
dense, dangerous beauty of Mississippi in the early twentieth century 
through the voices of six remarkable women whose love for a man so 

many thought they knew transcends their loss and reshapes their lives.
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“Wright’s fervent, musical prose accomplishes the unlikely and impressive feat of capturing in fiction the very essence of the blues.  
play pretty blues is a Work of extraordinary imagination and soul.” —Will allison, author of long drive home  and What you have left

“if you’re going to base a novel on the life of robert Johnson, you’d better be able to make your prose sing, and snoWden Wright can. he 
can also make it hoWl. in these stunning pages, he’s crafted a dark and dissonant tale, told by six of the many Women the shadoWy bluesman 

boasted of stashing all over the country. if you’re looking for the next maJor Writer to emerge from mississippi, search no further. 
here he is.” —steve yarborough, author of the end of california and the oxygen man


